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The Radio Advertising Bureau is the not-for-profit trade
association representing America’s broadcast Radio industry.
Our primary objective is to drive revenue growth through
advocacy, providing the tools and resources to help the
industry attract new sales talent to the medium and enhance
industry professionalism through training and support.

Radio reigns as America’s number
one mass reach medium!

We’ve started promoting our medium under the banner of Radio Matters. When

All of us who live, breathe and love radio already knew that; however, Nielsen’s

power goes out, Radio Matters. And especially when an advertiser is looking to

Q1 2015 Total Audience Report proved it and allowed us to amplify our message

generate a strong ROI, Radio Matters! And to all of us at RAB, you matter.

it comes to serving the community, Radio Matters. When disaster strikes or the

even louder this past year. And that’s just what your RAB has been up to in 2015.
As we prepare for another exciting year, we want you to know it is a continued
We continue to focus our resources on enhancing the perception of radio with

honor and privilege to represent America’s broadcasters and share with you our

advertisers and agencies while ensuring radio’s sellers and marketers are equally

efforts on behalf of radio and its future. 2015 truly has been a breakthrough year

equipped to do that job whether on a local or national level.

for radio -- we’ve made tremendous strides and have a lot to be proud of, most
notably being the number one reach medium.

Erica Farber

Hartley Adkins

President & CEO

Chairman of RAB

Radio Advertising Bureau

iHeartMedia EVP Of
Operations for Major Markets
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2015
REVENUE
OUTLOOK
Revenue forecasting has become increasingly
complex as vehicles for advertising proliferate
and lines between traditional and digital
platforms are blurred. Concurrently, immediacy has become a
key concern in reaching consumers, prompting advertisers to plan and budget
differently than even a few years ago.
Effective in 2015, RAB switched to semi-annual revenue reporting in order
to smooth out the more sporadic advertising patterns and to keep in step with
other associations.
The impact of industry changes on radio’s bottom line has been consistent over
the past several years.
Total revenue has paced relatively flat since 2013 as healthy Digital and Off-Air
gains have offset slight declines in Spot and Network sectors.
Extreme weather across most of the U.S. that extended well into Spring 2015
had a negative effect on the economy, leading to curtailed activity among
advertisers across most media. Conditions and consumer mood improved in
the second quarter, providing impetus for radio to end the first half on par with
same-period 2014 comps.
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Upticks in Spot radio in the Automotive, Healthcare and Restaurant categories
were bright spots in first-half revenue. The outlook for radio’s 2015 bottom
line was cautiously optimistic nearing the end of Q3 as car sales continued
to climb, Communications companies geared up for back-to-school and
year-end holiday promotions, and a particularly active 2016 Presidential race
was already in full swing. Increased advertising by retailers, wireless carriers
and auto dealers/manufacturers promoting holiday and year-end sales has
traditionally had a positive impact on Q4 revenue -- historically, making Q4
the heaviest quarter for radio.
Radio stands to gain revenue based on increasing advertiser awareness of
its on-air and digital effectiveness plus its capability to directly affect sales when
combined with other media. Recent press covering radio’s massive reach versus
other media has also generated solid interest.

BUILDING
LONG-TERM
PARTNERSHIPS
WITH
ADVERTISERS

To view the most recent edition and archived issues of “Matter of Fact” visit
RAB.com and click “Radio Advertisers and Agencies.” We encourage you
to forward articles or full issues to your local clients with a personalized note
promoting your own efforts.

A May 2015 article that appeared in Forbes depicts the turmoil and turbulence
in today’s advertising world that is caused when advertisers attempt to deal
with a new technology-driven media environment. Forbes predicts that each
year, hundreds of millions, maybe even billions, of ad dollars may be wasted
due to outdated communication models.

RAB is also committed to visiting as
many markets as possible to help
spread one united voice for radio

As today’s businesses (large and small) continue to navigate the media

through its “Radio: It’s on…” events. These events are programmed to ignite

landscape and demand concrete performance metrics, it is more important

and excite advertisers and agencies on the local level and encourage them

than ever for RAB to remind them of radio’s strengths. To that end, this

to partner more often with their local radio partners to include more radio

year, RAB launched a quarterly newsletter entitled “Matter of Fact” with a

in their advertising plans. In April of this year, in partnership with the Nevada

primary objective of keeping the advertising community in the know about

Broadcasters Association we produced “Radio: It’s on” in Las Vegas and in

radio across platforms. The inaugural issue was distributed in July to a

early 2016, the RAB is working with Katz Radio Group to produce “Radio: It’s

database of nearly 4,000 national and regional advertisers and agencies. The

on” in Washington DC targeting key political advertising decision makers.

editorial from the first two issues focused on key trends impacting media and
how radio is embracing them -- specifically, the power of radio to drive ROI

The RAB Business Development team partners directly with advertisers

for brands, the rise in podcasting, programmatic buying, holiday 2015, insights

and their agencies to tee up business for our members nationally and locally.

gleaned from advertisers and agencies from key industry events including

Efforts for specific brands and their agencies have touched upon the full

Advertising Week, ANA Masters of Marketing Conference and The Radio Show,

spectrum of radio’s ability to help market and grow a brand. From our

and fun facts showcasing the strength and engagement that radio provides.

“Why Radio” presentations, to creative best practices presentations, to brand
specific ideation and activation. Clients we have touched throughout 2015
include: Allstate, Coca-Cola, Dr Pepper Snapple Group, Guitar Center,
Hallmark, Home Décor Liquidators, The Home Depot, King, LifeLock, Navy
Federal Credit Union, Neurocore, MasterCard, One Medical Group, Procter &
Gamble, Quikrete, Sam’s Club, Six Flags, Sprint, Starwood Hotels & Resorts,
Subway, Sutter Health, Two Dots, Unilever, U.S. Army and Walmart, to name
a few. It also remains RAB’s responsibility to ensure that all agency partners
continue to be informed and reminded of radio’s strengths and innovations,
and we do that on an ongoing basis across all agencies large and small,
media buying services and creative houses.
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UNLOCKING
PROGRAMMATIC’S
POTENTIAL

An area of much focus
is programmatic
buying.
In October of this year and in conjunction with
the Radio Show, RAB issued a white paper on
programmatic buying and its impact on radio.
Prepared by Prohaska Consulting, the white
paper is supported by interviews with key
constituents across the radio ecosystem (sales,
buying, ad tech) and evaluation of current
transaction processes, operations and rationale
for how the programmatic process will best
serve them. The resulting paper includes best
practices for radio sales organizations to
optimize their talent and technology to be
ready for the already-here and growing
programmatic radio market.

THE
PITCH
The Pitch is going
into its 5th year!

RADIO
MATTERS
The number one thing we consistently hear from
you, our members, is RAB needs to provide as
much pro-radio news, information and insights

All categories published in 2012 were updated

as possible that you can share with your advertis-

in 2015 and new categories of business were

ing clients on a local, regional and national basis.

added this year bringing the total to over 100

With that as an important focus, this past August,

categories available on The Pitch dropdown

RAB rolled out “Radio Matters,” a regular feature

menu on RAB.com. Important to note: 2016

integrated throughout all of our communications

is a presidential election year with political

-- in Radio Sales Today, RAB.com, social media,

ad spending expected to reach record

Matter of Fact and many additional channels of

levels. Candidates for the U.S. presidency,

news and information sellers can directly share

Congress and state offices will spend large

with advertisers, and we can share with investors,

sums throughout the primary season and for

analysts and members of the press. Our goal is to

the general election. In 2015, we produced a

arm everyone with the facts and data needed to

special issue of The Pitch focused exclusively

showcase the many great strengths of radio.

on Political and it will be updated on a
continual basis throughout 2016.

Public service, proof of performance for an
advertising client, research-driven data, unique
engagement with listeners, relationships with
the entertainment and sports communities, local
politics, musical artists being introduced on the
radio, local radio events success, social media
engagement updates -- you name it -- in all cases,
Radio Matters.
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WHY RADIO
Why Radio is the key RAB touchpoint for radio
managers, sellers, brand marketers and ad agencies,
providing facts and figures that underscore radio’s
importance to advertisers large and small, national
and local.
Our street-ready Why Radio deck is continually expanded and updated to
make the case for radio on every advertising buy. In 2015, we added Why
Radio presentations specifically tailored to the important African American
and Hispanic markets. Data-packed Radio Facts one-sheets based on
RADAR, Scarborough and GfK MRI detail radio’s ubiquity
across demographics.

Eight revamped Competitive Media Facts categories rolled out in January,
consolidating media channels to reflect evolving consumer use patterns.
In August, our Newspaper Multi-Platform Analyzer replaced Performance
Reports to cover print and digital circulation based on the Alliance for
Audited Media’s new quarterly audits.

Hot topics heading into 2016 are Political and
Programmatic -- and there’s plenty on RAB.com
for those interested in learning more:
•

Our 2015-2016 Political Handbook went live in August; Lowest Unit
Charges dates for early primaries were posted; the June edition of
The Pitch was devoted entirely to Political; there’s an updated Instant
Background on voters and politics; and a wealth of articles on political
advertising and the campaigns are available in Articles on
Demand (AOD).

•

An in-depth Programmatic White Paper featuring insights gleaned

Other new or updated Resources posted on
RAB.com in 2015 include:
•

Ad Spending by Category (Ad-to-Sales Ratios)

•

Auto Profiles (GfK MRI)

•

Benchmarking: Local Radio Stations Online Resources (Borrell)

•

Consumer Behavior Reports (GfK MRI Gold Digger Reports)

•

Radio Format Profiles (GfK MRI)

•

Weekly Prospecting Indicator Reports

•

The Infinite Dial 2015

•

Ipsos In-Car Study

•

Amazon Prime Day Study

•

Jacobs Media TechSurvey 11

RAB is active on Nielsen Audio Advisory Council, Media Ratings Council
(MRC), Council for Research Excellence (CRE), including a seat on CRE Board,
Katz Radio Advisory Council and NAB Committee on Local Radio Audience
Measurement (COLRAM).

from industry leaders provides a foundation on how this process
will impact radio.
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DEVELOPING A
RADIO SALES
FORCE FOR
THE FUTURE
RAB Professional Development programs
elevate the professionalism of thousands of
radio sales people and managers through a
variety of platforms: in-person training, online
training/certification, state association events,
and live webinars.

IN-PERSON TRAINING
In-person training is a combination of open training sessions for the Radio
Marketing Professional and Certified Radio Sales Manager designations in
specific cities as well as direct participation at state broadcast conventions.
This year we held training in Shreveport, Norfolk, Dallas, San Jose and
Bakersfield. Plus we participated in state association conventions in Hawaii,
Mississippi/Louisiana, Missouri, Illinois, New York and Texas.

RISING THROUGH THE RANKS
Promoting the value of equal opportunities in radio keeps the annual Rising
Through the Ranks women’s management program one of RAB’s most
popular in-person training sessions. Nearly 30 talented sales management
professionals graduated from the 2015 seminar offered in partnership with

ONLINE TRAINING & ACCREDITATION
In an effort to have our online training ubiquitous we are evolving from a

Mentoring and Inspiring Women in Radio and BMI.

flash-based platform to one utilizing embedded video. This will allow users

LIVE WEBINARS

on any and all devices to participate in all courses. Our current online

RAB offers monthly webinars on timely and relevant topics of interest to our

certification courses include:

members such as maximizing the use of co-op resources, planning digital
strategies to amplify advertiser spending and results, and how to capitalize on

1.

Radio Marketing Professional – RMP (Fundamentals of Sales)

the automotive category, plus special webinars on new research findings and

2.

Certified Radio Marketing Consultant – CRMC (Advanced Radio Sales)

time-sensitive issues. Members can purchase these on a month-to-month basis.

3.

Certified Digital Marketing Consultant – CDMC (Digital Sales)

Because we encourage on-going, consistent training, we also offer a discount
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Certified Radio and Integrated Marketing Consultant

to those that buy an annual plan that includes all 12 webinars. Currently,

– CRMCi (Advanced Integrated Selling)

multiple station groups and many State Associations are on annual

5.

Certified Radio Sales Manager – CRSM (Sales Management)

contracts for our webinars.

6.

Certified Professional Commercial Copywriter – CPCC
(How to Develop Effective Commercials)

For the last several years, over 2,000 sales professionals have enhanced
their careers utilizing our online courses. We consistently upgrade, refresh,
and enhance our program offerings. We will also further consolidate courses
where applicable and develop new courses as needed to serve the needs of
our membership in this ever-changing industry.
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DELIVERING PRODUCTS
AND SERVICES TO MEET
RADIO’S NEEDS
Since its launch in 2010, RAB Account Manager
has grown to become one of the most widely-used
CRM / Sales Process Management tools in Radio.
Development and innovation is driven specifically by the needs of a diverse user group, now
numbering more than 6,000 subscribers. Highly scalable for the largest radio markets of New York
and Los Angeles to small independent broadcasters across the United States, RAB Account Manager
allows managers and sales teams to manage nearly every aspect of the sales process, keeping all of
their important numbers in one place and available for use on any device. In 2015, RAB completed
system integrations with all major traffic systems, rolled out new dashboards featuring vital
monthly sales analytics in a simple, drill-down interface and released major updates to help users
track important pending numbers and sales pipelines. 2015 upgrades also include a number of
major enhancements to the user interface designed to streamline workflow and speed data entry.
The end result is less time in front of a computer and more time in front of clients.

RAB.com
2015 marked an important turning point as the Internet Services team partnered with
our Research department to return the search function to RAB.com. Different from
traditional Internet search, RAB.com users expect a specific set of
predictable search results. And now that’s exactly what
they get. Designed on the RAB.com data
warehouse, RAB.com search uses
cloud tags and keywords to make
practically any resource on RAB.com
readily accessible to site visitors
including articles, Radio Sales Today,
Instant Backgrounds, The Pitch, copy,
promotions and MP3 audio commercials.
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INSTANT BACKGROUNDS
Instant Backgrounds have been an
indispensable research tool for radio
salespeople for many years, providing
valuable information on the inner
workings of more than 100
business categories.

RAB CO-OP
The RAB Co-op Directory
is one of the most popular
destinations on RAB.com.
The RAB Co-op Directory helps members access the nearly $36 billion available in
annual advertiser co-op funding. With over 9,000 listings, the RAB Co-op Directory
is one of the most current and comprehensive co-op sources available and provides
radio sellers access to co-op program details, digital elements, broadcast scripts,
advertiser-required forms and templates, and weekly sales leads to increase their sales
revenues with co-op dollars. RAB’s co-op directory also has a tutorial section with
Getting Started guides and videos, and glossaries to reference basic co-op terms,
step-by-step directions, and other pertinent startup information.
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July 2015 marked the completion of an extensive revamp of the entire library,
including all of the traditionally popular business segments, plus a number of
new categories were introduced including health care and political.
Along with providing the Who, When, What, Where, Why, How and Business
Information for the various businesses, the new Instant Backgrounds feature
data on category advertising spending, ad-to-sales ratios, and relevant links
that allow easy access to additional background material.

CONFERENCES
AND EVENTS
In the fall, the Radio Show headed to Atlanta
and “Turned It Up” a notch!
Under the leadership of Steering Committee Chair and Neuhoff Media
COO Mike Hulvey, RAB and NAB re-configured the three day conference to
provide attendees as great an ROI as possible. New additions to the lineup
included live entertainment in the Artist Spotlight series featuring BMI artists,
a Friday morning send-off called Music & Mimosas that included a discussion
with legendary superstar Steven Tyler and leading record company showcases
featuring their upcoming music, artists and business inititiaves, and an
expanded Sales & Marketing focus for both sales managers and sales account
executives. There was an entire track dedicated to Young Professionals which
provided valuable and actionable information to take back to attendees’
stations and markets. Plus 90 college students interested in a career in radio
were in attendance thanks to the support of many RAB board members who
helped to underwrite their registration.

This past June, the RAB produced the 24th annual
Radio Mercury Awards, presented by Hubbard Radio in
partnership with iHeartMedia, celebrating radio creative
and the best commercials of the year.
These inspiring spots were created by ad agencies both small and large, radio
stations and production companies, as well as students. The creators and writers of
these winning spots are now holding the world’s most prestigious radio advertising
awards as well as prize monies.
This year’s $50,000 Best of Show award was given to Wieden+Kennedy for their
“Mandroid” Campaign for Old Spice. They join an elite group of advertising agencies
including The Richards Group, DeVito Verdi, DDB Chicago and Havas Worldwide
who got to bring home the grand prize twice. In addition, the Radio Mercury Awards
recognized Subway as Marketer of the Year, joining leading advertisers such as
GEICO, Target and Macy’s who have received this award in previous years.
The Radio Mercury Awards provide engagement with our creative and advertising
partners. The actual event and our Radio Mercury website allows us to share best of
class creative practices, interact with some of the best creative minds in advertising,
and continue to raise the caliber of radio creative.
Looking towards 2016 and the 25th anniversary of the awards, RAB established an
Advisory Council inclusive of leading agency creatives, production companies and
radio creatives to solicit their input to ensure the awards and our on-going efforts
towards the creative community are reflective of the current audio landscape.
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Pierre Bouvard

Drew Horowitz
Hubbard Broadcasting

Mike Hulvey

Rob Meisse
WVNO/WRGM FM-AM

Jay Meyers

Matt O’Grady

Bob Philips

Mary Quass

Charles Steinhauer

Jose Valle

Charles Warfield

Patrick M. Walsh

Bud Walters

The Cromwell Group, Inc.

Emmis Communications Corp.

YMF Media ,LLC

Univision Radio

Westwood One

NRG Media

CBS Radio

Nielsen Audio

Adelante Media Group

Buckley Broadcasting

United Stations Radio Networks

Granum Communications Corp.

Aspire Ventures

David Kennedy

Radio One/Reach Media

David Kantor

Federated Media

John Dille

Curtis Media Group

Don Curtis

Chapin Enterprises

Richard Chapin

Rolland Johnson
Three Eagles Communications

Carter Broadcast Group, Inc.

Neuhoff Communications

Michael Carter

Cumulus Media/Westwood One

Joe Bilotta

Jim Higgins

Herb McCord

Greater Media, Inc.

Peter Smyth

Beasley Broadcast Group

Bruce Beasley

iHeartMedia, Inc.
CBS Radio

Scott Herman

Matt Martin

Emmis Communications Corp.

Jeff Smulyan

PROUDLY WE SERVE & PARTICIPATE
RAB BOARD OF DIRECTORS
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AIM Broadcasting, LLC

Michael Dowdle

Entercom Communications Corp.

Warren Lada

Stu Rosenstein

Steve Wexler

Phil Zachary
Entercom Communications Corp.

E.W. Scripps

Paul Fiddick

Gary Fries

Mark Gray

Bill Lynett

Val Maki

Bill McElveen

Dave Martin

Dave Santrella

Joe Schwartz

Ivan Shulman
Radiate Media

Cherry Creek Radio

Salem Communications

Hall Communications, Inc.

StateNets Radio

Alpha Media

Emmis Communications Corp.

Times Shamrock Communications

Katz Radio Group

Radio Advertising Bureau

Noepe Communications, LLC.

Skip Finley

Emmis International

Greater Media, Inc.

Art Rowbotham

MoreFM

Rick Feinblatt

Jerry Lee

John Rosso
Triton Digital

Bonneville International

Saga Communications, Inc.

Townsquare Media

John Douglas

Weezie Kramer

Renda Broadcasting

Tony Renda

Connoisseur Media ,LLC

Jeff Warshaw

Officers

(RAB Secretary)
Commonwealth Broadcasting

Steve Newberry

(RAB Finance Chair)
Cox Media Group

Susan Larkin

(Vice Chair)
Hubbard Broadcasting

Ginny Morris

(RAB Chair)
iHeartMedia, Inc.

Hartley Adkins

Radio Advertising Bureau

Erica Farber

BENEFITS OF
MEMBERSHIP
This year the Membership department put its focus towards
making sure that every person within your organization who
wants access receives access. Our goal is to ensure your
employees receive all the great benefits of being a Member of
RAB -- including important research and sales tools. Over 600
groups responded to our call –- either by logging into RAB.com
and editing the user list, or by contacting Member
Response at 800-232-3131, or memberbenefits@rab.com.

NEW HIRES
When new sales managers and salespeople are brought into your company we want to remind you to include RAB access information
in their NEW HIRE kit. RAB membership is a benefit you offer your employees so we invite you to reach out to Member Response to
receive your copy.
The radio industry experiences constant change, and RAB keeps up with those critical details with innovative sales tools and
training -- and up-to-date research. It’s important for your team to also understand those changes and updated tools. The Membership
team delivers regular Member Benefit webinars to keep members informed on the latest RAB research -- and to highlight the most
popular features of RAB.com. We recommend participating in this webinar annually.
The RAB is the only trade organization with a live Member Response team,
so just “Ask RAB” for help with any sales and marketing questions -by phone at 800-232-3131, by email at memberbenefits@rab.com,
or via live chat at RAB.com -- weekdays from 7am to 5pm CST.

Thank you for
being an important
Member of RAB!
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FAST
FORWARD: 2016
As the Radio Advertising Bureau and its Board of Directors look ahead to 2016 and beyond, it is clear that solidifying radio’s role in the media landscape is vital
to our future success. We will continue to work tirelessly on behalf of our members and make certain our advertisers and partners know Radio Matters and the
important presence it plays in our listeners’ lives.
There are many things we can be proud of as an industry. Below are just a few to consistently remind ourselves, our colleagues, our investors and our clients:

Radio’s Live and Local presence matters in our communities!
•

Radio’s national audience is at an all-time high for the second year. Some 244 million Americans age 12 and older use radio in a given week.

•

The Nielsen Music 360 Report 2015 confirmed that radio is the #1 source of music discovery.

•

Radio is the top reach vehicle among Adults 18+, A18-34 and A35-49.

•

Radio usage is greatest between 6AM-6PM, with a 40% share during the heaviest usage hour of 7AM -- surpassing TV.

•

Among Adults 18+, Radio’s weekly reach (93%), surpasses TV (87%), Smartphones (70%), Social Networks
on Smartphones (61%), PCs (54%) and Smartphone video (37%).

•

Radio has a significant weekly reach advantage over television (93% to 76%) against Adults 18-34.
•

		
•

Among this same age group, Radio’s number of days of weekly usage (5.0) is second to
Smartphones (5.9), outpacing Television (4.7), Tablets (4.6) and PCs (3.6).
They are also more frequent weekly users of radio versus television.

* Data based on Nielsen Total Audience Report Q1 2015 and Audio Today Q2 2015

